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Product lntroductlon 

The forms below are designed with straight walls and include the Toyota 

"one-touch" collapsible inner core.The base pallets are adjustable which allow 

the product to be poured in various heights.Another option is the ability to 

produce various wall and base thickness by using the same form .These forms 

can be stripped in just a few minutes regardless of the product size." 
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PRECAST CONCRETE ELEMENTS

Generally, one side opened box type products such as drain inlets,
septic tanks, or electrical hand holes have a tapered inner core for
stripping. However, some of them need to have a no taper designed
core. 

One of the operational methods for stripping such products with no
taper is to pour the concrete upside-down, turn the concrete product
over together with the form after curing, unbolt all the setting bolts,
and take away all the form parts such as outer jackets, form base,
inner cores, etc. This process takes a long amount of time with a lot
of danger and hard work. 

Hydraulic cylinders are widely used to contract and expand the
inner core for such type of forms, especially in the U.S. and some
European countries. Use of hydraulic cylinders helps to enhance the
productivity and safety by one-touched inner cores. However, if the
forms are not sealed with rubber or other materials damage often
occurs to the hydraulic cylinders by concrete leaking. It also dama-
ges the form when closing by hydraulic cylinders if the form is not

well cleaned. Even if the form is sealed with rubber, it is still a pro-
blem for maintenance of the cylinder due to the concrete leaking
caused by the lack of form precision.

Forms absolutely effect on the quality of the precast concrete pro-
ducts in terms of accuracy, appearance and durability. Toyota Kohki
design and manufacturing engineers consider every design aspect
to insure the most from every form, such as user-friendly operation,
safety, and accuracy. However, the top priority is still the ease of
cleaning of the form. The cleaning of the form directly influences the
accuracy of the concrete product and the durability of the form.

Toyota forms have made it possible to contract and expand the non-

Effectively form technology
Toyota Kohki Co., Ltd., a precision precast concrete mold manufacturer, is able to meet the demands of complex and diverse precast con-
crete products used at Japanese civil engineering jobsites on a daily basis. With decades of cultivated know-how, skills, and experiences, 
Toyota Kohki has been one of the leaders in Japan and offers durable and precise molds to the precast concrete industry.

One of the operational methods for stripping with no taper

Toyota forms have made it possible to contract and expand the non-
tapered inner core by using no hydraulic cylinders but mechanics.

Toyota forms have a high reputation from operators due to the user-friendly design

Pouring Turnover Stripping Stripping Pouring StrippingOpening 
of Jackets

Contraction
of Core
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PRECAST CONCRETE ELEMENTS

tapered inner core by using no hydraulic
cylinders but mechanics. All the process to
collapse the inner core is done by turning a
lever, which takes only few seconds regard-
less of the size of the form.

Every Toyota form is sealed with rubber
and inspected for water-leaks. They are
water tight regardless of the forms compli-
cated design.  This directly affects the manu-

facturing productivity and reducing main-
tenance operation and cost.

This kind of the forms are provided all of in
Japan and overseas as well. Barger &
Sons, a precast concrete manufacturer in
the U.S. has used Toyota forms and impro-
ved their productivity, as well as the quality
and total cost. Toyota forms have a high
reputation from many operators due to the
user-friendly design.

Since the quality of the form for precast
concrete directly leads to the quality of the
finished products and productivity, it is an
important element for the concrete products
manufacturer to consider when purchasing
a form. The price of a form itself is certainly
the main factor when, however from a long-
term standpoint, product quality, productivi-
ty, safety, durability and maintenance
should be all counted as the cost of the
form. 

You can check out Toyota molds at the fol-
lowing link: www.cpi-tv.com (find “Toyota
Forms”) �

The quality of the form for precast concrete
directly leads to the quality of the finished
products
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PRECAST CONCRETE ELEMENTS

In Japan, where plains occupy only 25% of
its land mass, many retaining walls are need -
ed especially in the housing land develop-
ment areas and road construction sites.
Accordingly, the Green-Retaining wall was
developed for environmentally friendly and
comfortable living spaces. In addition
green is considered as a color which has
an effect on making people feel at ease
and healthy.

The Green-Retaining wall reported in this
issue is developed by Nippon Ryokusei
Co., Ltd. and is constructed throughout
Japan. In 1993, this became a government-
sanctioned concrete product in recognition
of over 1 million square meters of their achie-
ve ment.
The Green-Retaining wall is green landscape
concrete block that is widely used in road

side, river side, housing land development
areas and as prevention for cliff landslide
occurring in the process of civil engineering
and building construction. 

The Green-Retaining wall is a product used
for creating green landscape by planting
trees, flowers, or grasses. Compared to the
existing traditional retaining walls, the
Green-Retaining wall has a superior structure
strength to endure storm rainfall by typ-
hoons and earthquakes, regardless of types
of soil and soil pressure. To unify the seg-
mented blocks, concrete is poured in the
spaces between the blocks next to each
other after laying. This enables the Green-
Retaining wall to stack or pile to over 30
meters high. 
As a hollow concrete block, Green-Retai n ing
wall is not only well drained after heavy

Green-Retaining wall
The society faces many problems such as air pollution, destruction of the ozone layer, global warming caused by the use of the fossil fuel, 
and rising crime due to the urban congestion. To help these problems tree-planting projects by using the Green-Retaining wall were started 
about 30 years ago in Japan. 

To unify the segmented blocks, concrete is
poured in the spaces between the blocks
next to each other after laying

Green-Retaining wall under construction The Green-Retaining wall is green landscape concrete block ...   

Mold for Green-Retaining wall elements Green-Retaining elements at the stockyard

crushed
stone

ledge

base pallet

soil space

resinoid panel

water channel of
back wall
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rainfall, but also has the ability of water
retention. That is, this product does not
require irrigation or watering plants even in
drought conditions. 

Some local governments in Japan have
appointed the Green-Retaining wall as an
environmentally friendly concrete product
and it can be found throughout Japan. 

Since the quality of the form for precast
concrete directly leads to the quality of the
finished products and productivity the pre-
cision of the form is crucial. Toyota Kohki
CO., Ltd got engaged in this product from
the start and made a great effort to better
the product and its design. Precast concrete
form manufacturers play an important role
for product development. 

Toyota Kohki Co., Ltd. participated in the
bauma 2010 show and attracted many visi-
tors. They will also exhibit at the bauma
China 2010 show, held in Shanghai in
November. 

PRECAST CONCRETE ELEMENTS

... that is widely used in road side, river side, housing land development areas 
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CONCRETE PIPES AND MANHOLES

Fig 3: Construction site Fig 4: Completion of construction

Fig 1: Egg-shaped roadside drain products Fig 2: Products at stockyard 

Roadside drains are still in great demand in
Japan. Especially the U-shaped design,
Japan Industrial Standard (JIS) products
have been used widely for many years.
However, integral lid style roadside drains
were designed and started being used
about 25 years ago and now occupy a
large portion of the market. The special 
feature of the drainage product is the shape
of the inner core. There are several designs
such as Oval-shaped, rectangular-shaped,
heart-shaped and egg-shaped drains.

The egg-shaped drains is one of the most
commonly used products throughout Japan.
The egg-shape is considered the best shape

for water flow to let waste and debris in
drains flow evenly with minimal amount of
rainfall. The egg-shaped drains have deve-
loped into many various types. An example
of the product is “Slit type”. This design has
a slit on the top slab of the product to 
gather drainage on the road. Another
example is a “Permeable Pavement type”
which is constructed under the coarse
aggregated asphalt pavement. 

It was 25 years ago that this shape of the
drainage products began to be able to be
manufactured with high productivity using a
wet cast concrete molds. Toyota Kohki
made this possible by innovating the “one

touch” collapsible inner core (See Fig 5.),
and spread the egg-shaped drains all over
Japan. The shape of the concrete product
becomes more and more complicated due
to the market needs. To meet the needs
mold technology is getting more important.
Moreover, precast concrete manufacturers
are expected not only to just manufacture
the products but also to enhance the pro-
ductivity and the quality. The role of mold
manufacturers has become crucial for the
advancement of concrete product. 

Since its establishment in 1966, Toyota
Kohki, a mold and plant equipment desig n -
er and manufacturer for precast concrete has

Precast concrete roadside drain in Japan
Toyota Kohki Co., Ltd., is a skilled, high tech, technical and precision precast concrete mold manufacturer. They are able to meet the 
demands of complex and diverse precast concrete products used at Japanese civil engineering jobsites on a daily basis. With their 
cultivated know-how, skills, and experience, Toyota Kohki has been the leader in Japan and offer durable and precise molds to their 
customers. The following is an example of a wet cast concrete mold designed and manufactured by Toyota Kohki.
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CONCRETE PIPES AND MANHOLES

been contributing to the development of the
precast concrete industry in Japan as the
leading mold manufacturer. 

The water tight, high durability, high pro-
ductivity, and easy-use designs of Toyota
Kohki molds gain trusts and a positive 

reputation from customers not only in Japan
but around the world.

Toyota Kohki will exhibit at Bauma 2010,
held in Munich, Germany during April 19-
25, 2010. The egg-shaped drain and other
molds will be exhibited at booth stand num-
ber C1.512. You can also see a movie of
Toyota Kohki at www.cpi-tv.com (Go to
“precast concrete” box and find “Toyota
Kohki”).

�

Fig 5: Mold for the egg-shaped roadside drains
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CONCRETE PIPES AND MANHOLES

In this issue, the mold for integral drainage
(lid-integral type drainage) which largely
constructed in Japan is introduced. As
shown in the figure 1, various types of inte-
gral drainages have been designed and
manufactured throughout Japan. Recently
water-permeable roads are popularly con-

structed. A new designed drainage has the
ability that allows the permeated water
from the road to be flowed into the drainage
through its side holes. To manufacture this
type of the integral drainages, the easy
operation of the inner core plays such an
important role in the whole productivity. All

the inner cores shown in figure 1 are able
to be collapsible in one-touch by hand. This
enables to separate the inner core from the

Fig. 1: All the inner cores are able to be collapsible in one-touch by hand

Fig. 2: Mold with roll-back type inner core

Fig. 3: The inner core is hung from one side
with sliding rail

Fig. 4: the inner can be closed…. Fig. 5:…and opend in one-touch by hand

Mold for integral drainage
Because of diversified products designs, various purposes, design complexity, and high-standard quality control, wet-cast concrete products 
have been more widely used than dry-cast concrete products throughout Japan. Along with the intense product design development and the 
product quality control, productivity and quality of molds have naturally been developed and cultivated over the years. Toyota Kohki Co., Ltd. 
seeks to develop its quality and technologies to respond these high standard demands. In their over 45 years long experiences, what they have 
been researching is how they can provide workers/operators the Toyota’s molds that are  easy and safe to operate,  long-life to use, and  
easy to de-molding, setting, and cleaning. 
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concrete, and make it easy to demold.
There are many ways to move the inner
core away from the concrete product, such
as roll-back type (by human hand), auto-
matic type (by a special machining), or
gooseneck type (by a crane depending on
the individual customers’ requests. The
molds shown in figure 2 and 3 are with the
roll-back type inner core. The inner core is
hung from one side with sliding rail. This
makes easy and safe to demold and clean.

As shown figure 4 and 5, the inner can be
opened / closed in one-touch by hand and
hydraulic device is not needed at all. Since
the operation has been done by human
hand, it can be easily realized if any inap-
propriate situation occurs such as a case
that clogs are left due to the poor cleaning. 

The molds are all with gasket rubber to pre-
vent the concrete from leaking. Replacing
the gasket material is only the necessary
maintenance for this type of mold. This is
why Toyotaforms can be used for many
years as long as the molds are well-
cleaned. Moreover, many artifices and
innovations can be found throughout the

Toyotaforms such as demolding of the side
hole-formers for gathering the permeated
water from the road and slit-part on the
base pallet of the mold, or any for better
precast concrete products.

Since its foundation of 1966, Toyota Kohki
has been developed its technologies and
contributed to the concrete industry as a
leading mold manufacture company in
Japan. Toyotaforms that is water-tight, high
durability, high productivity, and ease of
use, now have widely been used more and
more countries.

�

CONCRETE PIPES AND MANHOLES
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